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about one-fourth of an inch square and about
an inch high, I now place in this standard

one end of the shift. U. The other end of the
--------useful Im. shaft Ugoes into the T-shaped standard ate,
ed a new and

ewing-Machine; and I do Fig. 2. This shaft Upasses transversely over ,
he following is a full, clear, E and so close as to require it to be cut partly
on of the construction and away, as seen at W, Fig. 1. The object in

le, reference being had to having these shafts, so close together is, that
s, making a part of this when the shaft U is slightly turned it will
press down on E and cause the cog-wheels
K and O to naesh closer together and press
3Thearedrawings
side views,hereand
Fig.2
on the needle, thereby holding it firmly
with sent hard
the cloth is pulled off from it. Attached
ich I usually make my while
to this transverse shaft U is the lever X, by
in frame of somethin which is produced its rocking motion. On this
eighth of an inch thick, three shaft also is placed the adjustable needle
hes long, and two inches holder 2, Fig. 2. This needle-holder. may be
is frame I place two of any convenient size and form. The size and

hese standards are shape represented in the drawings answer a
.. .

and about good purpose. It is slipped onto the transverse

the top, are
tly a quarter of an
se standards, C, has a
, about one-fourth of
quare, giving the whole a T shape,

shaft U, and held then by a screw, a, Fig. 2.
This needle-holder can be moved backward or
forward on the transverse shaft U to accorn
modate different-lengthed needles. This ina
chine ean be fastened to a table or stand, or

Through these stand- any convenient place, by being screwed per

- - - - - - - - --
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E, F, G, and H. At

manently thereto, or can be fastened by a com.

and F pass through an adjustable mon thumb-screw.

smay be seen at O, Fi
These boxes.
aws i g. 1, and are
wheels to mesh deeper
ding to the thickness of the
ough them. On the ends of
i: ... 1.- : . . "
eels of about
in diameter. These
, L, M, and O in Fig. 3.
ach other and crimp the
These. I call “crimping,
omesh into each other,
to move the cloth along
heration. In the cen-i

..

.

To operate my machine I place a common
needle, already threaded in the grooves of the
cog-wheels, so that the extreme point of the
needle shall come exactly on a line with the
centers of the wheels I and M. I then place
the needle-holder so that it bears gently against
the eye of the needle. I then eliter the cloth
to be sewed between the wheels L and M and
turn the crank. This operation draws the
cloth into the wheels, crimps it, and while
crimped throws it onto the needle, forming
stitches very rapidly. When the needle is as
full as it will bear I press gently on the lever
-X. This moves the needle-holder away from
the needle, and at the same time presses the
wheels upon the needle and holds it firmly,
nly goes into the grooves so that I can pull off the. cloth in almost an
instant of time, thus very greatly facilitating
vein them is smaller. On the
work. I now reverse the pressture on the
f the shafts H and E, I place
cog-wheels, just large enough lever X when the needle-holder resumes its .
cl er, and on the shaft H, place, and I proceed as before.
R, for propelling the mai. I do not claim that this machine will sew
n be of any convenient thick cloth or that it is at all adapted to tailor
At the other end of the frame ing purposes; but that for light and thin
rt.
clothiitis useful. Especially is it useful in 'rull
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iting up' dress-shirts, “shirring' bonnets, The combination of the crimping-wheels L
'gathering,” and for doing a large portion of and M with the adjustable needle-holder 2, .
ordinary family sewing.
and transverse shaft U, substantially as herein
I
do
not
claim
the
use
of
crimping-wheels
in
described
and for the purposes herein setforth.
sewing-machines, the same having been already
used in the
machines
of Benjamin
Bran,
AARON PALMER.
patented
March
4, 1843;
of James W.
Rodgers,

patented July 22, 1844; and of David Smith,
patented April 16, 1850.
WhatbyI claim
my invention,
secure
LettersasPatent,
is and desire to

Witnesses: .
E. K. PoweRs,

J. C. CATY.
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